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About ASR at the CES 2008 : 
Half Note Audio put on an absolutely excellent sounding demo using electronics I've 
seen before but 
never heard perform like this. The new Tidal Contriva loudspeaker of Germany 
($44,900 shown in 
African Mohogany) sounded remarkably detailed and musical driven with an ASR 
Emitter II Integrated 
amplifier ($26,900). Digital was by way of another newbie I heard briefly last year at 
the Munich High 
End show, in the Ascendo room: the Stylos SYS dac ($15k), while an Oracle top 
loader was the 
transport of choice. Cabling throughout was Argento Serenity Master and Flow AC 
cords. No question, 
this was one of the best sounding rooms I've had the pleasure of visiting and 
spending a good amount 
of time in. 
http://www.stereotimes.com/CES08CPE.shtml 
 
Positive Feedback wrote: 
"....This system was incredible! Half Note Audio featured TIDAL Contriva 
loudspeakers, ASR 
Emitter II amplifiers, Stylos SYS DAC and Argento cables. What a pleasure to sit 
and listen to our 
music here ...." 
http://stereotimes.com/CES08MWa.shtml 
Half Note Audio/TIDAL/ASR 
This was absolutely one of the best, if not my favorite, room at CES this year. This 
was the room that I 
kept coming back and comparing the other rooms to. Daniel and Joe Barnum, et al, 
put on a wonderful 
demo that was musically involving, balanced, dynamic and detailed. The team did a 
wonderful job of 
setting up the system to give you a nice stage with a good sense of depth and 
layering. Music came by 
way of the beautiful TIDAL Contrivas ($44,900) being driven by the majestic looking 
ASR Emitter II 
Exclusive ($26,900). Digital source came via an Oracle transport driving the Stylos 
HAD D/A Converter 
($15,000). Argento Serenity Master Reference cables and Argento Flow Power cables 
were used 



throughout. Equipment rack was provided by Audiostone and the isolation bases 
were Critical Mass 
Systems Grand Master Isolation System. 
 


